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Avast Mobile Security for Android is a complex application designed to scan, detect and protect mobile devices from all types of threats. It is designed to protect phones and smartphones running the Android operating system. It is noteworthy that not only the antivirus itself, but also the cloud version is available for free from the Kaspersky Anti-Virus website. By the way, about him - not the most popular antivirus among Russian users -. Oddly enough, the
main criticism against him is not based on the fact that the antivirus swears at applications downloaded from Google Play, but on the fact that it simply does not work with downloadable products. Korean DNS Security Plus (DNS Security Premium) is a full-featured tool for detecting and blocking web security threats, mobile device infections with viruses, SMS interception, Trojans, and more. Vulnerabilities and protection In addition to Kaspersky, there are

many other worthy competitors who also fight viruses. For example, for Android gadgets, Kaspersky Lab and Bitdefender (Bitdefender Internet Security) are popular. As a rule, both products are shareware. Back in March, Google released a free Pirate Personal Edition mobile app for tracking user activity on Android smartphones, and in June the German antivirus product ThreatSense also became free. Antivirus protection Sending SMS Browsers System
programs 1.Browser: 2.system programs: â€¢ Punto Switcher (translates the text typed on the keyboard automatically when switching the language to another), â€¢ Bumblebee (Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome navigation), 3.FileZilla (content scrolling (animation)) , 4.AntiVirus (creating and sending heuristic tests based on scan results), 5.FireFox (burning to *.iphone iDocuments and *.PDF), 6.NOtebook (viewing documents in *iphones and iPads),

7.VTune (video rendering using AAC mp3 codec), 8.IPmail (Email Setup
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